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This seems to be the school year that is witnessing the departure of many well-known and respected campus faces. Father John Elford was transferred at mid-semester. Father Konstamzer disappeared. Mr. Lawrence quit and now Monsignor Reine is resigning. It's traditional, almost too traditional, that only time people, a paper, the news, etc. say anything good about a person is when they change a position or die and this is quite unfortunate. My tribute will be short but sincere.

Monsignor Reine has been connected with MARIAN throughout most of the history of the school and president of the college since 1950. He has set the foundation that has changed the school from a very small girls' college to a co-educational institution, drawing enrollment from a wide area. Monsignor Reine has ridden some of the toughest waves in MARIAN's history and has come out with his surfboard in one piece.

I'm sure as Monsignor leaves, he does so with both a tear and a smile -- a tear for memories and for that part of him that could never leave and a smile for his successes and for that needed rest. Monsignor said it himself at the reception in his honor last Sunday at SAC: "I wish I could say more than thank you. It seems like such a small word but then what else is there to say." And Monsignor this is all we can say to you, for it's all that is needed among friends -- thank you.

Over the past few days the students have been elated to find out that the Student Welfare Committee met and considered the tabulated legislation on dress and women's hours. Not only did the committee meet but it also passed both measures: women's hours 7-0-2 and dress 5-4-0. Now, the two approved pieces of legislation must go before the faculty for final acceptance. This last step, approval by the faculty, seems like a very cut and dried measure. Under the present structure of the faculty committee, all committee work must come back to the faculty, as a whole, for approval. This is the present ordered procedure. But the students must question if the faculty should have that right to approve or to disapprove strictly student welfare problems. If the faculty has this final say then for what purpose does the Student Welfare Committee serve other than another place where student issues can be held up or defeated?

She for he's a jolly good fellow, and have a good time in Florida, Monsignor Reine

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

SATURDAY, January 20, 1968, MARIAN at Indians Central--rabbits outrun greyhounds.

SUNDAY, January 21, 1968--cray time for finals or make it to church and pray.

MONDAY, January 22, 1968, 8:00 p.m. NATIONAL PLAYERS SHAKESPEAREAN PRODUCTION: "Much Ado About Nothing"--or--story of MC social life.

WEDNESDAY, January 24, 1968--second semester registration for resident students (dormies)--register now and eat Barry's food for three extra days when you must come back early.

TUESDAY, January 30, 1968--MARIAN vs Manchester--at MARIAN.

FRIDAY, February 2, 1968--registration for day students.

ACTIVITIES AND ALL THAT

This weekend is the beginning of the end for some of us, but it's still not without a few happenings here on the alive and lively, dynamic and hyperactive MC campus.

Are you going to be among the Faithful? Departed at the Clare Hall at 5:00 tomorrow evening as a FREE(111) bus will take Clean worshippers to the 10 massacre at Indian Central? Ya better be there so our Loved Ones will know they aren't alone in their efforts against 10!

Then, of course, the time of the year dear to the hearts of all of us begins Monday! Lovely finals! Don't forget to show up for the exams. This is definitely not the time to cut. And don't forget, dermis(you meet people1), to register on January 28th, next Wednesday, if you have your fees paid. For you all day hops, and any delinquent dermis, the registration is on Feb. 2 (That's a Friday, y'all). The Sweetheart's dance sponsored by the smoldering couple, has been changed from Feb. 17 to Feb. 16(Friday Night). Make the arrangements guys, ask another girl.

J.G.
INTRAMURALS ROLL ON; KNIGHTS VICTORIOUS

Although the MARIAN-Oakland City tilt set for last Saturday and Monday's M olds - Indian Central contest were called off because of the snow, intramural carriers were not sidetracked as a full sked of games were played in Reynolds Fieldhouse.

In the Atlantic Division, Manush Mixers overcame the Organ Grinders 31-25, Cleon's Peons clouted Hill's Angels 46-17, the Lost Souls forfeited to the W.C.C.P.'s and the campus elders outfoxed the Professional Students 11-29.

Pacific League action saw the Third Reich rout Dumbrowsky's Dummies 66-18, the Big Eight turned the tables on the Mod Squad 36-31, while Berger's Boosters had enough vision to click for a 72-22 rout of the Bowery Boys, and the Bruins outpaced the Pacers 56-26.

Jan. 21, sked: Atlantic
9:00 Lost Souls vs Pro. Students
10:00 Hills Angels vs W.C.C.P.'s
11:00 Manush vs Cleon's Peons
12:00 Faculty vs Organ Grinders

Pacific
1:00 Mod Squad vs Pacers
2:00 Dumbrowsky's Dummies vs Bruins
3:00 Oremus vs Bowery Boys
4:00 Third Reich vs Big 8

VARSITY BASKETBALL

The Knights, hitting 31 of 56 field shots, rocked up an 86-66 victory over Kentucky Southern Tuesday night as nearly 150 spectators voiced their approval in Reynolds Fieldhouse.

MARIAN scoring was paced by none other than Larry Rodrick who canned 23 points, even though he spent part of the game on the floor. Brod was followed by Joe Kittlemeyer with 19 markers, Beaver Hendricks with 15, and George Schmailz with 12 points. Incidentally, "Smoky" Stuck had a perfect night from the field as he popped in 2 for 2. Good job Roy!

Saturday night, the MARIANites travel cross-town for a rematch with Indian Central's Greyhounds. Then after a week layoff for finals, Coach Reynolds sends his charges back into action against Dick Harris and the Manchester Spartans January 30 at MARIAN, followed by a February 3 date with Northwood (Ind.) on the home court.

AN EXTRA

Your very own M.C. social scale.

Do you want to know how important you are on campus? Do you want to hold your head and under-arms high, then simply take this take-home test, mark your scores and add up your points at the end.

1) How many people do you know on campus? 3) (points) none; 2) as few as possible; 1)13 0) everybody.
2) Attendance at class 3) tests only; 2) once a week; 1) twice a week; 0) all the time.

(continued)

NOT THAT IT MATTERS MUCH, BUT...

It is not difficult to understand why President Johnson's popularity ratings have been among the lowest for an American Chief Executive since Harry Truman. He just can't seem to do anything right. Take his timing for the State of the Union address for instance. Much to Truman's chagrin, L.B.J.'s message to the nation presented Lee Radzinowicz's long-awaited and much publicized television debut, forcing untold millions of American television addicts to suffer through that miserable Texas drawl while they might have been suffering through the Princess's misses-able acting.

These massochistic viewers who decided to test their endurance and listen to the entire speech heard Lyndon lash out against Viet Namese aggression, chronic unemployment, the mail-order gun trade, L.S.D., crime, and those who don't agree with Lyndon. They also heard the president proclaim that "our goal is peace - peace at the earliest possible moment."

In this the president certainly should have the ascent of all Americans. These rest years of conflicts have made the true values of peace all too painfully evident to the U.S.

Peace in this particular conflict will involve negotiations with the enemy, and one of the many odd characteristics of this particular conflict is that we're not quite sure just who the "enemy" is! Since our government has chosen to adapt the policy of bombing Hanoi, the capital of North Vietnam, perhaps it would be a safe assumption for the curious observer that someone in Hanoi is the enemy. Perhaps Horace Chammney, the 61 year old Quaker who spoke on campus last week about his humanitarian voyage on the "Phoenix!" to Hanoi bringing medical supplies to the aid of the civilian victims of American bombing in that city could lend some light on the issue.

Mr. Chammney related his observation that the people of Hanoi cannot understand why the Americans are bombing them. Those who suffer most from the napalm are those who are least concerned with the war. But, as the Quaker pacificist theorised, just as the blitz of London strengthened the will to fight, so his belief is that American aggression in W.W.II, the continual bombing of Hanoi can only serve to strengthen the will of a simple people who feel that they must defend their liberty and independence from apparently senseless American aggression. Communism means little to a man who must not only struggle to eke out a living in his war-torn environment, but who must also live in constant fear of new death and destruction from the sky.

While President Johnson has declared peace to be his goal, he has also stated that the bombing of North Vietnam will stop if peace talks begin and there is no "treacherous abut of American restraint." Let us hope, in the light of Mr Chammney's observations, that lack of restraint on the part of our government does not become the treacherous abuse of an innocent people.

JL

3) Dating habits:
   3) never date; 2) engaged; 1) have a steady; 0) play the field.

(continued page 3)
Q. Why are the guys growing beards?
A. Of the thirty-seven beards asked this question, fifteen had "no particular reason," and three said "it sorts grow on me." Thirteen are growing one because they "never did it before and want to see if they can do it." For three it is a yearly event; one is doing it because "(he) wants to;" one is "demonstrating(his) individuality;" one is growing it "for mom."

Q. Will the vacancy in the Student Personnel Office created by the removal of Father Konstanzer be filled? If so, when?
A. Miss Diver stated I do not know. Fortunately, we are continuing the counseling program with the Indiana University staff members who come on Wednesdays. Any MARIAN student who wishes to take advantage of group or individual counseling sessions should arrange an appointment in the SPO. The intern counselors will be on campus again the first week of the second semester.

Q. What was accomplished at the recent meeting of the Student Welfare Committee?
A. Ten Hudgins, one of the four students on the Welfare Team, stated that a report was given concernin the question of which committee has jurisdiction over convention attendance. Next, dress regulations were discussed, and the motion as presented by the Student Board was passed.

It goes next to the faculty at the February ninth meeting for their vote. Lastly, Clare Hall hours were discussed. The motion as presented by the Clare Hall Board was passed and sent on its way to the February ninth faculty meeting.

**AROUND NAPOLI**

Tired of rock? Tired of soul? Well go anywhere to hear Sidney Harth, groovy violinist (as violinists go, anyway) tonite only at Closer. The strings start squawling at 8:45. And don't forget, in case of acoustical emergency, W.I.F.E.'s always available on your nearest transistor radio.

"Valley of the Dolls" has finally made it to Indy at the Carlyle, 2600 N. Shadeland. It rates continuous showings starting at 12:25 p.m. with special midnite shows tonite and to morrow. Call Fl-3-1725.

Humphrey Bogart, the late great, is now appearing with Katherine Hepburn in his only Academy-award winning role in "The African Queen," at the Georgetown (Ax-3-2743) and the Regency 2 (St-6-9600). Don't miss a man in action. (Something you don't see often on HW's campus.)

Dr. Bergotsmarts, Aunt Minnie's latest flim, has kind'a converted to a special convention at Dayton's Lounge's study hour Sat., Toda is "How to Cram Knowledge of the Area Into Limited Spaces," or "Oh Money, My Head Hurts."

Also, for those of you lacking credits in Oceanography, Bamboo Picking, Alligator Wrestling, Goozle Singing, Pogo Pogo Folklore, Warthog Tracking and Ukelele Repairs, there will be makeup seminars next Tuesday in Room 506 in MARIAN Hall.

G.S. and K.R.

**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

Master Jack Lane:

I do not disagree with your right to dissent however, the way you went about it leaves a lot to be desired. With the message of time you will come to realize that your open letter to the Dean of Men of MARIAN College showed to all who read it just how mature you actually are. Feel free to contact me after a period of ten years or more has elapsed and I shall be more than willing to enter into a discussion with you on this matter.

Not too respectfully yours,

Dave Yaros

**AN EXTRA (CONTINUED)**

4) number of extra-curricular activities:
   3) everything; 2) only booster club; 1) 3
   0) none.

5) What kind of job you have:
   3) clerk for APNN; 2) Kroger stock-boy;
   1) working in cafe; 0) working for Mr.Reeves

6) How many faculty and administrators do you know on a first-name basis:
   3) all except Mr. Fields; 2) as many as possible;
   1) only the philosophy dept. 0) only Sr. Rachael.

7) Where do you by your clothes:
   3) Roderick's; 2) L.S. Ayres; 1) Jack and Mac
   0) Ayreway.

8) Weekly time spent in Perc:
   3) all time it is open; 2) all time I should be in class + 10 hours; 1) 10 hours; 0) never

**SCORING:**

20-26 = B.M.O.C.
15-19 = at least three pictures in yearbook
5-12 = Blah.
0-4 = your parents still love you
0-0 = suicide is recommended.